Jared Gray has been involved in many areas in regards to Eagle Mountain. As a teenager Jared worked as a farm hand at Cedar Valley farms. This was before Eagle Mountain was created. Jared watched the first of the homes being built and has stayed in the valley most of his life. After 2 years in Chicago, Jared married Heidi. Together we've raised 4 children. The oldest Kaitlin, (19) currently in Brazil on a mission. Cameron (17) a senior at Westlake high school. Kourtney (15) a freshman at Cedar Valley high school. Kelsey (13) at frontier middle school. Together, Heidi and Jared started in business with Gray trucking, in 2000, and then Gray excavating. Also working in real estate.
Jared has served on many boards in Eagle Mountain. The cemetery, Parks and recreation, youth council, planning commission, and the Pony Express Events, as it's president. With Pony Express Events Jared coordinates the PRCA Rodeo, the demolition derby, and the Enduro Cross. Jared has shown through these Events, and almost 20 years in business he has the leadership skills needed, and is the best choice for Eagle Mountain City council.